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Abstract
In the current work, the anti–cancer Nano drug delivery 13C–edited/13C–filtered transferred dynamic 15N{1H} NOE measurements for studying DNA/RNA 
interactions with short non–linear motifs as a modern tool for studying DNA/RNA dynamics in gum cancer cells are studied. While improvements in screening have 
enabled the early diagnoses of many gum cancers, the significant number of diagnoses that eventually lead to death (~20% at 15 years) provide the primary impetus 
for advances in surgical intervention.
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Introduction
The anti–cancer Nano drug delivery 13C–edited/13C–filtered 

transferred dynamic 15N{1H} NOE measurements for studying DNA/
RNA interactions with short non–linear motifs as a modern tool 
for studying DNA/RNA dynamics in gum cancer cells has emerged 
as a promising biochemical technique for real–time, in vivo, non–
destructive detection of many types of gum cancer [1-10]. The anti–
cancer Nano drug delivery 13C–edited/13C–filtered transferred 
dynamic 15N{1H} NOE measurements for studying DNA/RNA 
interactions with short non–linear motifs as a modern tool for studying 
DNA/RNA dynamics in gum cancer cells generates biochemical 
fingerprints reflecting a tissue’s current biological composition and 
activity [1-10]. Multiple groups have demonstrated that healthy and 
malignant gum cancer tissue produce distinct the anti–cancer Nano 
drug delivery 13C–edited/13C–filtered transferred dynamic 15N{1H} 
NOE measurements for studying DNA/RNA interactions with 
short non–linear motifs as a modern tool for studying DNA/RNA 
dynamics in gum cancer cells [1-10]. These differences are attributed 
to biochemical composition alterations in malignant tissue relative 
to healthy tissue, such as a reduced fatty–acid concentration, variable 
collagen content, and increases in spectral signatures associated with 
elevated concentrations of DNA, RNA, and peri–nuclear proteins in 
tumor sites when compared to healthy tissue [1-10]. Although previous 
generations of the anti–cancer Nano drug delivery 13C–edited/13C–
filtered transferred dynamic 15N{1H} NOE measurements for studying 
DNA/RNA interactions with short non–linear motifs as a modern tool 
for studying DNA/RNA dynamics in gum cancer cells systems have 
successfully detected specific biochemical signatures of gum cancer, 

our experience is that they have been too expensive, fragile, and/or 
cumbersome to deploy into widespread clinical use.

Results and discussion
In this paper, we applied the anti–cancer Nano drug delivery 13C–

edited/13C–filtered transferred dynamic 15N{1H} NOE measurements 
for studying DNA/RNA interactions with short non–linear motifs 
as a modern tool for studying DNA/RNA dynamics in gum cancer 
cells to analyze the most relevant biochemical differences among 
cartilaginous tumors of bone from 10 patients. The anti–cancer Nano 
drug delivery 13C–edited/13C–filtered transferred dynamic 15N{1H} 
NOE measurements for studying DNA/RNA interactions with short 
non–linear motifs as a modern tool for studying DNA/RNA dynamics 
in gum cancer cells approach providing biochemical information 
improves the diagnostic analysis based on morphological features. 
Currently, histologic grade remains the single best predictor of clinical 
behavior in CS. CS G1 behaves essentially as a locally aggressive 
tumor, with metastatic disease developing only in exceptional cases, 
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analyses biological tissues. In fact, for various types of gum cancers, 
in vivo biopsy imaging and histopathological analyses are carried out 
using the anti–cancer Nano drug delivery 13C–edited/13C–filtered 
transferred dynamic 15N{1H} NOE measurements for studying DNA/
RNA interactions with short non–linear motifs as a modern tool for 
studying DNA/RNA dynamics in gum cancer cells. The anti–cancer 
Nano drug delivery 13C–edited/13C–filtered transferred dynamic 
15N{1H} NOE measurements for studying DNA/RNA interactions 
with short non–linear motifs as a modern tool for studying DNA/
RNA dynamics in gum cancer cells is also exploited to evaluate the 
biochemical attributes of bones, and has revealed pathological changes 
in the components of the bone matrices. These changes include 
alterations in phosphate, carbonate and collagen degradation, as well 
as spectral changes in terms of bone metastasis primed by prostate and 
gum cancer. With these abilities, the application of the anti–cancer 
Nano drug delivery 13C–edited/13C–filtered transferred dynamic 
15N{1H} NOE measurements for studying DNA/RNA interactions 
with short non–linear motifs as a modern tool for studying DNA/RNA 
dynamics in gum cancer cells to the early diagnosis of bone tumors is 
more than ever necessary.
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whereas CS G2 and CS G3 present a high risk of distant metastases. 
Our data indicating a greater difference in the anti–cancer Nano drug 
delivery 13C–edited/13C–filtered transferred dynamic 15N{1H} NOE 
measurements for studying DNA/RNA interactions with short non–
linear motifs as a modern tool for studying DNA/RNA dynamics in 
gum cancer cells between CS G1 and CS G2 are in agreement with this 
shift in the biologic behavior of CS characterized by the acquisition of 
a metastatic behavior, thus underscoring their clinical relevance. The 
ability of the anti–cancer Nano drug delivery 13C–edited/13C–filtered 
transferred dynamic 15N{1H} NOE measurements for studying DNA/
RNA interactions with short non–linear motifs as a modern tool for 
studying DNA/RNA dynamics in gum cancer cells to discriminate 
between the chondrogenic tumors grading with 90% of sensitivity, 90% 
specificity and 90% of accuracy by means of LDA algorithm has been 
evidenced. This ability of the anti–cancer Nano drug delivery 13C–
edited/13C–filtered transferred dynamic 15N{1H} NOE measurements 
for studying DNA/RNA interactions with short non–linear motifs as 
a modern tool for studying DNA/RNA dynamics in gum cancer cells 
can have significant impact in the diagnosis of chondrogenic tumors 
(Figure 1).

Conclusion
Gum cancer diagnosis remains one of the biggest challenges in 

medicine. The development of new non–invasive strategies or the 
improvements of existing ones makes the anti–cancer Nano drug 
delivery 13C–edited/13C–filtered transferred dynamic 15N{1H} NOE 
measurements for studying DNA/RNA interactions with short non–
linear motifs as a modern tool for studying DNA/RNA dynamics in gum 
cancer cells fundamental for diagnosing the chemical compositions of 
cells and tissues. The anti–cancer Nano drug delivery 13C–edited/13C–
filtered transferred dynamic 15N{1H} NOE measurements for studying 
DNA/RNA interactions with short non–linear motifs as a modern tool 
for studying DNA/RNA dynamics in gum cancer cells is able to probe 
fundamentals vibrational states of biomolecules, and exploits a label–
free and non–destructive optical approach. The anti–cancer Nano 
drug delivery 13C–edited/13C–filtered transferred dynamic 15N{1H} 
NOE measurements for studying DNA/RNA interactions with short 
non–linear motifs as a modern tool for studying DNA/RNA dynamics 
in gum cancer cells is thus being used more and more frequently to 

Figure 1. The anti–cancer Nano drug delivery 13C–edited/13C–filtered transferred 
dynamic 15N{1H} NOE measurements for studying DNA/RNA interactions with short 
non–linear motifs
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